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[Group A]

lAnswer any two sets of questionsl

tl] (a) Explain the aspects of a C function. 2
(b) Write a C program to check whether a number is even or odd using the 8

following foirr different aspects of function calls:
i. Function without arguments and without return value
ii. Function without arguments and with return value
iii. Function with arguments and without return value
iv. Function with arguments and with return value

I2l (a) What are the advantages of using firnction in C? 2
(b) What are the differences between call-by-value and call-by-reference in C? 3
(c) Write a C program using recursion to find the ntn term of the Fibonacci series. 5

l3l (a) Enlist the advantage of an alray over variable.
(b) Produce a C program which must satisfy following:

. You must use a two-dimensional array named MARKS to store roll
number and marl<s of Physics of f,ygl]llrcElts as following:

. ". r' . Then find the roll number of the studr' r who got thehighest marks., :

' , (c) Produce a C program to print your name and your district's name. 2
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[Group Bl
lAnswer any three sets of questionsl

l4l (a) Define Structure. 2

(b) What is union? How does a union differ from a structure? 3

(c) Write a C program using structure that will allor.v you to enter and display the 5

following information about your family members.
i) name ii) address iii) age iv) occupation v) salary

l5]' (a) What are the applications of pointer in C?
(b) What will be the output of the following C program:

#include<stdio.h>
void main 0
f't

int a[10] : {100, 206, 300, 409, 509, 601};
int *p[] : {a, a+l , a*2, a*3, a+4, a+5};
int **pp : p;

pp++;
printf("%d 0%d 04d\n",pp-p,*pp - a,**pp)l
*PP++;

printf("7od 7od o%d\n",pp-p,*pp - a,**pp);
++*pp;
printf("%d Yod oZd\n",pp-p,*pp - a,8*pp);
+***pp;
printf("%d 7od o4d\n",pp-p,*pp - a,**pp);

).
I

(c) Write a C program Lrsing pointer to swap two numbers withoirt using the 3'd 5

variable.

t6l (a) What are the importances of using files in C programming?
(b) Write a C program that perform the following tasks:

i. Create a file and name it myname.txt
ii, Open the file (m1,name.txt) in write mode

yoLrr name Lrsirrg l<eyboar:d and siore it in myname.txt
iv. Close myname.txt
v. Orpen the file (rn,vname.txt) in read rnode

:*''Vi'Reaci.thecontentofthefilecharacterbycharact,,erpntilEoFhas
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encountered
vii. Print the content of the file to the computor screofl . ., ..: .

viii. Close the file

17] (a) Define C preprocessor. 1

(b) What are ih. ,iiff"r*nces between static memorlt altocation and clynamic 3

mernory) allocation?
(c) Write short notes on: 6

i. malloc() ii) calloc0 iiii reallocO iv) free0
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